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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – CURTAIN PANELS 

Instructions for Yardage and Pleat Calculation Downloads – Lesson 2 

Laminating Your Downloads 

Cover your download pages with self-adhesive laminating sheets.  (Find them at 

Wal-Mart in the office supply section or at an office supply store.)  Use dry erase 

markers, which can be easily wiped clean with a paper towel or napkin. 

Download for Yardage Requirements 

1. For calculating your panels, we begin with the finished length.  Remember, 

that’s the distance from the upper edge of your curtain panel to the floor (minus 

½ inch if you hang them as I do.  If puddling, you want to add extra – 10 to 12 

inches.) 

Add 16 inches for the hem and header and a couple more inches for ease.  This 

gives you the cut length for each panel.   

Move forward to the next calculation for considering the number of widths 

needed for your end-to-end rod distance.  Plug the necessary numbers into the 

bottom area of section 1 for making those calculations. 

2.  For panels with the gathered/ruffled header, plug in your finished length and 

add 8 inches for the hem and 2 inches extra for ease.   

Add the depth of the header and rod pocket return on the back side.  Add ½ inch 

seam allowance, and you have your panel cut length.   
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For calculating the number of widths needed for your end-to-end rod distance, 

plug the numbers into the area following under section 2 at the top of  the next 

page. 

3.  For pleated panel yardage, begin again with your finished length and add 16 

inches for hem and header plus a couple more for ease.  This section has a 

calculation for the number of widths needed, as well. 

4.  Adjustments for pattern repeat are needed, so begin with your cut length and 

divide it by the pattern repeat in inches.  Round up to the next whole number.  

That gives you the number of repeats you need per panel.   

Divide by 36, and that tells you the number of yards needed per panel.  Multiply 

that by the number of panels you need for your project.  (Remember, if more 

widths are necessary, count those extra widths into the calculation.)   

Pleat Calculation Download 

Calculate the number of pleats, pleat sizes, and spaces between pleats by listing 

the numbers for your particular project.  This gives you measurements to use for 

starting your pleating in later lessons.  Pleats may need further adjustments later 

for proper alignment of any seams.  

Spaces between pleats need to remain constant.  You may adjust things by 

changing the size of your pleats.  This may require some trial and error until your 

seam is well hidden. 

There is an additional note on the final page for how to handle draperies that 

draw open in different ways. 

 


